The term "interiorization of ritual" bears a multitude of meanings. It may pertain to a mental performance of the ritual; to the replacement of the ritual with a continuous process of life, such as breathing or eating; to a particular way of life, such as renunciation; to an actual performance with an inner interpretation; to the replacement of the external ritual with an internal one, and so forth (following Bodewitz). This paper analyzes different forms of the interiorized ritual par excellence-the fire ritual-as it has existed in Tibetan culture, against the background of Indian precedents. Among the practices discussed here are inner heat (tapas and gtum-mo), breathing (prana) and the subtle body (rtsa-lung), sexual yoga, food yoga, mental fire offerings and the fire offering of enlightened wisdom. The paper concludes with an examination of the interrelationships of the various interiorized fire offerings as they are seen in Tibetan writings. Since most major Tibetan practices are presented in this context in terms of the fire ritual, this examination elucidates the relative status of these practices from a theoretical point of view. It also sheds light on how diverse and autonomous practices come to be synthesized into a unified path to enlightenment. 
Fire offerings based on the inner heat (gtum-mo)
and the subtle body (composed of nadi, cakra, and prana) as part of the Perfection Process. 2. Fire offerings of great bliss performed together with a consort (visualized or real), as in the third initiation. 4. Mental fire offerings. 5. Fire offerings of the Great Enlightened Wisdom which destroy ignorance, burn the klesas and consume dichotomies.
Food ritual (bhojanavidhi)
Each of these categories will be discussed separately, first by presenting some well-known vedic and upanisadic examples, and then, the Tibetan forms.
Fire Offerings of Breathing, Inner Heat, and the
Subtle Body"1
In the upanisads one of the most widespread forms of interiorization of the vedic sacrifice considers life itself-together with the physiological functions that maintain it-as an unceasing sacrifice. Both breathing and the consumption of daily meals are regarded as permanent fire sacrifices. The origins of such interiorization may be found, in the classical vedic world, among the traveling brahmins who temporarily find themselves far from their sacred fires. The brahmins transform the sacred fire into their breath, and when the sacred fire is needed their breath may then be used to sacralize any fire for the ritual.12 The brahmana texts expanded the idea of the traveling brahmin, teaching that the agnihotra is, in fact, breathing or life. As long as one breathes, the agnihotra is being performed.13 According to Baudhayana Srauta Sutra 29.5, a brahmin who is physically unable to perform the external agnihotra, after transferring the fire into himself, consumes the two agnihotra oblations himself, with the usual ritual.'4 Such methods of expiation, of only incidental importance to the classical vedic ritual, became central in upanisadic thought, where they were interpreted as a continuous and uninterrupted inner agnihotra in accordance with the theories then current, which emphasized internal processes.'5 Other brah-manical texts explicitly identify the sacred fires of the srauta rituals with the three or five breaths. 16 Such an interiorization of fire is related as well to the notion of tapas,17 inner heat, which, like breath, means life. The practice of tapas, attested already in the Rgveda, ideally accompanied every vedic sacrifice, and contributed to its accomplishment. Tapas is accumulated through different practices, and these practices on their part serve to increase the practitioner's inner heat. This fruitful notion of tapas was adapted by various religious systems in India (see Knipe 1975; Kaelber 1989: 85) . Also, the yogin was assimilated to the tapasvin of the vedic sacrifice (Eliade 1969: 108-9) . Though the upanisadic passages that considered breathing a form of internal offering did not refer to controlled breathing (prandydma),'8 but were concerned with the unconscious and continuous form of breathing, already the Vedas had mentioned breath control as one means of accumulating tapas.'9 Some of the major upanisads, including the Maitri Upanisad (6.18-26), also prescribed the yoga of breath control. This conceptualization of human physiology in sacrificial terms received a special interpretative twist in the systems of Yoga and Tantra. All these concepts of breathing (prdna) as an interiorized fire ritual, of inner heat (tapas) and of controlling the breath (praniayama) were combined together in the yoga of the subtle body, the first among the inner fire rituals which concern us here.20
The yoga of the subtle body2' especially emphasizes inner experiences of nonduality as the basis for libera- 16 One example is found in Vaikhdnasa Smdrta Sutra 11.18 (Caland 1929: 65-66 
20
In the syncretistic Bhagavad Gitd (4.25-30) also, yoga was interpreted in terms of sacrifice. 21 For the subtle body according to Indo-Tibetan Buddhism, see, for example, Geshe Kelsang Gyatso 1982: 17-32; Geshe Sopa 1985. The Hindu Prdndgnihotra Upanisad 27-32, which speaks about the location of four-plus-one sacrificial fires within the human body, locates these fires in the head, mouth, heart, and navel, while the fifth one is related to procreation. tion. It is precisely because the human body is such an important source of suffering, according to general Buddhist theories, that it serves in the Tantra as an instrument and a location for overcoming suffering. It is intriguing to note the strong resemblance between the Indian concept of the subtle body and the system of internal conduits splitting into right and left channels as described by Plato, in Timaeus 77c-e (see McEvilley 1993). It is also of significance that even though described in terms similar to those of the yoga of Patafijali, the Tibetan yoga of the subtle body, like the yoga of the Maitri Upanisad (see Zigmund-Cerbu 1963; Wayman 1977: 164), consists of six limbs (sadangayoga), in distinction to the eight-limbed yoga of Patafijali. While the names of the yogic limbs in both the eight-limbed and sixlimbed systems are similar, the interpretations they receive, particularly in the context of the yoga of the subtle body, set the six-limbed system apart from the yoga of Patanjali.
During this six-limbed practice (of which various descriptions are available22) inner heat (gtum-mo) is generated in the navel (or in the junction of the central channel with the ro-ma and rkyang-ma below the navel) and blazes up through the central channel. As a result the bodhicitta, the white drop located at the head's center, melts and meets with the red drop, the gtum-mo fire. The practice culminates in the realization of supreme nondual enlightened wisdom. Tapas, which in pre-tantric practices was regarded as a potency, becomes here the inner heat of gtum-mo, which is again a potency enabling the goal of this particular practice. The simple notion of "breath" (prana) had by this time evolved into a complex system of channels of which the subtle body is made.
How does the Indo-Tibetan Buddhist tradition present the yoga of the subtle body in terms of the fire ritual? The Sri-Vajradaika Tantra (Dpal Rdo-rje-mkha'-'gro, Toh. 370, Tog Palace 336), an important scriptural source often cited in subsequent presentations, explains: (Varenne 1960 , II: 106-9). In Tibetan Buddhism fire is more commonly related to the navel alone. This is also a part of a system which associates the five elements (earth, water, fire, air, and space) with five layers of the body (knee and below, pelvis, heart, eyebrows, and top of the head, respectively) found in the Yogatattva Upanisad (Eliade 1969: 130-31 The actual practice of the yoga of the subtle body is further explained by Kun-dga'-snying-po (1092-1158), the foremost among the five early masters of the Sa-skya-pa (sa-skya gong-ma Inga):
Having kindled the gtum-mo fire at the navel center, the bodhicitta (white element) whose nature becomes moist and warm descends from the Ham at the head center to the throat center. Then it descends further into the heart center. Here Tsong-kha-pa identifies the implements of the fire ritual with the four centers (wheels, cakra, 'khor-lo) of the subtle body. The head of the funnel is the ro-ma at the throat center and the head of the ladle is the rkyangma at the heart center. The navel center in which the gtum-mo fire or red bodhicitta burns is the hearth, while the head center containing the oblations of semen or white bodhicitta is the vessel for the oblations. The fire dissolves the oblation of semen. On the whole, the fire or red bodhicitta ascends through the ro-ma, which is therefore considered to be the funnel. The white bodhicitta, the melted semen, descends through the rkyangma, which is therefore called the ladle. The lotus was explained as the hearth, the vajra is known as the funnel. By always making fire offerings of seed, the highest stage will be obtained.
While the fire ritual of the subtle body-discussed in the previous section-is related to practices of the Perfection Process, as Sog-bzlog-pa (pp. 8-9) explains it, the fire ritual of great bliss, performed with a consort, is associated with practices such as the third initiation, the initiation of Enlightened Wisdom [performed with] the shes-rab-ma [prajna] (shes-rab ye-shes-kyi dbang).38 In the practices related to the subtle body the fusion into nonduality (gnyis-su med-pa) is accomplished by merging the right and left winds into the central channel, as well as by the meeting of the red and white drops within one's own body. In the practices of great bliss the fusion into nonduality is achieved by the union of FatherMother (yab-yum), the vajra of the Father with the lotus of the Mother, the white drop of the Father with the red drop of the Mother. Still, the levels of realization attained through any of these methods are said to be equal (see below).
According to Indo-Tibetan medical ideas, conception results from the union of the white drop-the seed, and the red drop-the essence of the female. While in its conventional aspect the white drop is sperm, in its sublime transformed nature (parallel to the brain in ancient Greece) it is the bodhicitta in the sense of the aspiration to achieve enlightenment. While the conventional white drop of seed leads to [re]birth in samsara, the ultimate white drop is the seed of enlightenment and liberation from rebirth. The red drop, or red bodhicitta, is the inner fire of great passion which has been transformed from an affliction into a spiritual passion for enlightenment. It also is a seed of enlightenment, as the red drop is related to inner heat and tapas, which are potencies 36 Note that here, unlike the preceding and following citations, the ladle is the vajra. thereto pertinent. This fire melts the white bodhicitta so that both intermingle into nonduality. Rather than a biological birth, this union yields a spiritual one. The creative aspects of the fire are employed here for attaining spiritual consummation and fecundity-the achieving of enlightenment. Kun-dga'-snying-po further explains the relationship between the fire offerings of the subtle body and those of great bliss in his word-for-word commentary on the verse by Nag-po-pa cited above. The practice that leads to the realization of nonduality, or enlightenment, can be performed on three different levels.39 The first, for those endowed with the highest faculties, is based on one's own body alone. This is the practice of fire offerings of the subtle body (this section from Kun-dga'-snying-po commentary was paraphrased in the previous section). The second and third levels, which are for those endowed with middling and lowest faculties, respectively, are based on a union with a consort and are related to the fire offerings of great bliss. The following is again a paraphrase of Kun-dga'-snying-po's explanation.
The practice for those endowed with middling faculties is based on meditation on a visualized consort of En- Having conquered desire and the wish for progeny, the yogis attain ultimate release. By achieving control over the internal breath and winds, the male practitioners are not to emit seed for the sake of a biological procreation, but rather to reverse the normal flow of the seed, to transmute it, to unite it with the red element of the female, and to direct the flow through the central channel for the purpose of begetting enlightenment.
Fire Offerings of Food
The consumption of daily meals was regarded, like breathing, in the upanisads as a form of interiorized fire ritual.40 The brahmana literature is particularly fond of homologies linking cosmos, person, and ritual. While on the macrocosmic level the twice-daily fire sacrifice (agnihotra) corresponds to sunrise and sunset, on the microcosmic level the agnihotra correlates to inhalation and exhalation, and also to the morning and evening meals. We have encountered already the brahmin who is too old to perform the external agnihotra and therefore after depositing the sacred fire within himself, consumes the two ritual oblations. This literature expounds, as was noted above, a homology of the five srauta fires with the five breaths (prdna) located within the human body. the microcosmic self or to the universal atman (Atman VaiSvanara).46 The fire changes its role from that of a transmitter into that of a recipient. Not only is it the atman that is a recipient of fire offerings, but in some of the vedic texts such offerings are made to the internal deities, in which case it is not the fire (the conveyer of offerings according to the outer ritual) but the recipients of the offerings that are interiorized.47 Furthermore, the prana is not only interiorized but also divinized. As Jaiminiya Brdhmana I.1 explains, because they receive the offerings, the pranas are deities (Bodewitz 1973: 20) . With the development of the devapujd-offerings made to deities-within Hinduism, a similar process of interiorizing external deities occurs. The deity to whom the puja is offered is considered to abide within one's heart (Rangachari 1931 Our main concern here, however, is with the consumption of daily meals as the yoga of food after formal meditation. Here the deity, who is the recipient of the offered food, is oneself-as the Buddha one will ultimately become. Such a Buddha is conceived either as oneself generated as a yi-dam or as oneself as a body mandala.60 As in the upanisadic period, in which the consumption of one's daily meals is regarded as a sacrifice, all aspects of life of a Tibetan practitioner, including eating one's daily food, are means for attaining the ultimate goal, in this case becoming a Buddha. The upanisads distinguish between sacrifice to the external deities (devayajna) and sacrifice to oneself (dtmayajia): "the dtmayajin is the superior sacrificer, the devaydjin being no more than an inferior offering tribute to his superior" (Heesterman 1993: 216) . The notion of deities interiorized within the human body was common in the Vedas, in puja, as well as in tantric rituals. During the upanisadic period that "internal deity" is the dtman. In the Tibetan food yoga as well, it is not only the sacrificial fire that is interiorized but also the devas who are the recipients of the oblations. 
Fire Offerings of Enlightened Wisdom
In the discussion of fire ritual of great bliss, the creative aspects of the fire related to fertility, incubation, birth, and growth have been emphasized. Here, the destructive aspects of the fire become predominant. The vedic oblations are, after all, destroyed in the sacrificial fire (Heesterman 1993 The upanisads introduced new practices and ways of life, such as renunciation, which often viewed even life itself as a sacrifice. In a somewhat similar manner, after classifying and ranking the diverse fire offerings, Sogbzlog-pa presents the two practices he esteems above all as the paramount form of fire offering. In this work, the frame of reference is, obviously, fire ritual. Still, these practices that he holds in most esteem do not involve any formal outward fire rituals. Sog-bzlog-pa continues here a long tradition of referring to one ritual in terms of the others, such as the Buddha's proclamation in the Dighanikdya of the Buddhist path to nirvana as the supreme form of the fire ritual. This brings us to the question of the ranking and interrelationships of these manifold fire rituals.
70 The seed syllable of fire.
THE CLASSIFICATIONS OF FIRE RITUALS AND THEIR

INTERRELATIONSHIPS
Not only do the Buddhist authors cited in this study explain and define the various types of fire offerings, they also classify them. This is characteristic of compilers and systematizers who attempt to create a coherent system out of separate and often autonomous rituals. Most often the diverse forms of fire rituals are classified according to the three following categories: unexcelled (bla-na med-pa), inner (nang), and outer (phyi). Almost all Tibetan authors consulted agree that the fire ritual of Enlightened Wisdom is an unexcelled fire offering, the fire offering of food is an inner ritual, and the external ritual involving fire wood and so forth is an outer offering. Variations exist with regard to the position of fire offerings of the subtle body, great bliss, and mental fire offerings. While the early Sa-skya-pas Kundga'-snying-po and 'Phags-pa include the fire rituals of the subtle body and great bliss within the unexcelled category, the later Sa-skya scholar Ngor-chen Kun-dga'-bzangpo (1382-1456) and Tsong-kha-pa and Sog-bzlog-pa agree in classifying these two practices as inner rituals. This points to differing opinions about the relative status of two types of practices: on the one hand, those leading to the annihilation of conceptual thoughts and all dualities, as reflected in the fire offerings of Enlightened Wisdom, and, on the other hand, tantric practices aimed at the realization of nonduality by means of the subtle body and great bliss. While the early Sa-skya-pa authors rank the latter types of practice as equal to the first, the others regard the practices of the subtle body and great bliss as inferior. This method of classification is related to the place of tantric practices of the subtle body and great bliss within the complete Buddhist system of enlightenment, as conceived by different thinkers. It should be noted that these classifications do not solely depend on the Tibetan writers presenting them. The early Sa-skya-pas seem to follow Nag-po-pa,71 while Tsongkha-pa relies here on Abhayakaragupta's Jyotirmaijari. Sna-tshogs-tang-grol, alternatively, provides a fourth category for practices of the subtle body, between the utmost fire offerings of Enlightened Wisdom and the inner ritual of food yoga. He calls this category "secret fire offerings," adhering to the common classification of outer, inner, and secret (phyi, nang, gsang). In this case, practices of subtle body take an intermediary position between fire offerings of food and fire offerings of Enlightened Wisdom.72 
